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First of all, we will determine what a group of German attributes actually. So you'll see that they're very similar to the attributes in English. However, there are huge, important differences that you should consider. German attributes are subordinate sentences that have an attribute function, which means that they depend on the noun. Well, it's very important to
know that this group of subordinate provisions consists of three types of provisions: Relative provisions, provisions on connections, and a rather special type called Verbzweit-Attributs'tze. In the next case, we'll take a closer look at each one1. Relative clausesSo, German relative provisions allow us to provide additional information about the noun without
starting a new proposal. We can also use them to combine the two main provisions. Relative provisions are always introduced by pronouns, usually der, die, das for people and things, rather than Wer/Wen (who/who) as in English relative reservations. In German grammar, relative positions are always slipped like commas. So here are a few examples that
illustrate this description. Philip hat Einen hand, was the world sehr gef'llt. - Philip the dog, which I really like. Philippe wartet dort, wo der Bus steht. - Philip is waiting where the bus is. Peter Weich nicht, wof'r er hier ist. Peter doesn't know why he's here. Ish Weitch nicht, wreber der Film handelt. - I don't know what this movie is about.2. Conjuncture
clauseKaco the second type of German attribute reservation, we will describe the German union states. Thus, the combination provision is a dependent proposition that is always initiated by the connection. This is followed by the subject and object of the proposal. Of course, in German, the conjuged form of the verb here always stands at the very end of the
sentence. Just keep in mind the following formula: Connection - Theme - Object - Conjuted VerbSo, in the following I would like to illustrate the correct use and construction of German union provisions by some examples of phrases. Sobald ich genaueres wei', sage ich dir bescheid. Once I know more, I'll remember you to know. - Philippe likes to eat Bolivian
food, while Julian prefers Italian food. Obwohl er viel gelernt hat, hat der die Pr'fung nicht bestanden. - Despite the fact that he learned a lot, he did not pass the exam3. Verbzweit-Attributs'tzeTo such a rare type of German attribute reservation is characterized by the position of the verb in the subordinate. Well, as the titles say, the verb is in second position.
In addition, this second name uneingeleitete Nebens'tte (not imposed subordinate provisions) indicates that not the introduction of the connection Well, here's an example: Die Behauptung, Alle Attributs'te chtten verb-endstellung, ist nicht richtig. Attributable positions serve as an attribute of a noun (pronoun) in the main point. This noun or prorunner is called
a precursor to the position: Resorts that are crowded are not very pleasant. According to their meaning, attribute provisions can be divided into appropriate and relative positions. 1. A relevant reservation can be introduced by connections that, as if, as if etc., and conjunctural words that, like etc. The initial question as to why he did it at all was not answered.
She had a strange feeling, as if something had happened. 2. Relative reservation can be introduced by relative pronouns and adverbs of who, who, what, when, where, etc.: He went to the next house that stood in a small garden. A position is called a relative position because it refers to a noun, in this case, by the word that. Relative positions (such as
adjectives) describe people, things, and events. Relative provisions may be defining (limiting/restrictive) and undetectable (descriptive/non-restrictive/commenting). The definition of relative provisions is very closely related to the previous one, provides important information about it and therefore cannot be removed without destroying the value of the
sentence. The definition of relative provisions is used without commas: Which government will be popular? A government that promises to cut taxes. The library is the place where they hold books. Uncertain relative provisions contain additional information on the prior one, which may be omitted without major changes in the meaning of the basic provision.
Uncertain relative provisions are commonly used with commas: a government that promises to cut taxes will be popular. I consulted my father, who promised to help me. Note: There are only two connections that can enter undetectable relative positions. They are who and what. The following sentences have exactly the same words. The only difference in
form between the two is that the first sentence has an item separate from the rest of the sentence by commas. There is, on the other hand, a big difference in meaning: (A) Children who are untidy don't care about their things. b) Untidy children don't care about their belongings. The sentence (A) is a statement about all children, and contains two facts: 1) all
children are untidy and 2) all children do not care about their belongings. In other words, the position .., which is untidy, ... an unspecified caveat. The sentence (B) is a statement about some children, i.e. children, and it says one fact about them: they don't care about their things. In other words, the position ... which are untidy ... is the defining position. The
Adverb clause of the Adverb Of the Nacession acts as the adverb of the modifier. It can change the verb, adjective or adverb in the main reservation. In accordance with their meaning, we distinguish between the following types of adverbs: the adverb of the state of time, place, causes (causes), goals, states, concessions, results, manners and comparisons.
The adverb of the provision can be defined by asking and answering questions, when? Where is? As? Why? Etc. Time : Tell him as soon as he arrives : (When?) Place : You can sit where you like : (Where?) Manner: He spoke as if he meant business : (How?) Reason : He went to bed because he felt bad : (Why?) The adverb of the time position of the Time
State shows the time of action expressed in the main reservation. Terms of the provision are introduced after, as, as soon as, as soon as, as once, as, as, before, before, not later), when, while, until /until (until (until the time when), the moment (what), when, each time, immediately, the first time, the last time, the next time, etc.: George had to wait half an
hour before the doctor came. Time provisions follow the time sequence rule; that is, when the verb of the basic position is in the present or future form, the verb of the time position is in its present form, and when the verb of the main provision is in the past form, too: I will stay in the office until I finish the project. She arrived before the clock struck nine. When
the time clause precedes the main paragraph, a comma is used. When the point of time follows, the comma is not used: When he was in Washington, he met with the president. He met with the president when he was in Washington. ⇐ 4142444454647484950. This noun or prorunner is called a precursor to the position: Resorts that are crowded are not very
pleasant. According to their meaning, attribute provisions can be divided into appropriate and relative positions. 1. Appositatives can be introduced by connections that, as if, as if, etc., and conjunctural words that, like etc. The initial question as to why he did it at all was not answered. She had a strange feeling, as if something had happened. 2. Relative
reservation can be introduced by relative pronouns and adverbs, who, who, what, where, etc.: He went in in house, which stood in a small garden. A position is called a relative position because it refers to a noun, in this case, by the word that. Relative positions (such as adjectives) describe people, things, and events. Relative provisions may be defining
(limiting/restrictive) and undetectable (descriptive/non-restrictive/commenting). The definition of relative provisions is very closely related to the previous one, provides important information about it and therefore cannot be removed without destroying the value of the sentence. The definition of relative provisions is used without commas: Which government
will be popular? A government that promises to cut taxes. The library is the place where they hold books. Uncertain relative provisions contain additional information on the prior one, which may be omitted without major changes in the meaning of the basic provision. Uncertain relative provisions are commonly used with commas: a government that promises
to cut taxes will be popular. I consulted my father, who promised to help me. ⇐ Previous 4142444454647484950 Next date: 2015-09-04; Views: 1021. Copyright Infringement Featured Pages: Pages: attributive clause meaning. attributive clause examples. attributive clause definition. attributive clause exercises. attributive clause wikipedia. attributive clause
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